Trend and Single-Year Sociodemographic Characteristics Report
TeenVaxView

Map selection tool: Click to choose the sociodemographic
characteristic and year. You must choose the year to see the
data
Map title: Describes sociodemographic characteristics
and year currently being viewed.

Data notes and footnotes: Scroll
to see an interactive display with
abbreviations, data notes, and
footnotes describing the data.

Trend line graph: Hover over a data point to see the area name, estimate,
and year. The single-year map does not include the trend graph.
Bar graph: Click a bar to select an area on the bar chart. The area
will highlight on the map, trend line graph, and data table. Hover
over the bar to see the area name and estimate.

Legend: To customize the legend, scroll
over and click the gear symbol in the top
right corner. The legend settings menu
allows you to customize the displayed
color, number of classes, and direction of
classifiers.

Map: Click an area on the map to select it. The area will highlight on the bar
chart and data table. Hover over the area to see the area name and estimate.

Data table: Click the title to
toggle between state/local area
and national/regional estimates.
Highlight an area in the data table
to select it. The area will also be
highlighted on the map and bar
chart.

Sociodemographic Characteristics Dashboard
TeenVaxView
Filter tool: Click to toggle between state/local area and HHS Region.
Data notes and footnotes: Click to see an interactive display with abbreviations, data notes, and
footnotes describing the data. To close, hover the cursor in the upper right area and click on the X.

State or local area and HHS Region or US Tables: Select
an area or multiple areas in these tables to populate the
dashboard. To clear an individual area, click the
highlighted area. To clear all areas selected, click the
clear button at the bottom of the table.

Dashboard: Data for each selected area include
sociodemographic group, sample size (n), estimate (%), and 95%
confidence interval (CI).

Trend and Single-Year Vaccination Coverage Report
TeenVaxView

Map selection tool: Click to choose the vaccine
characteristics and year. You must choose the year to see
the data.
Map title: Describes vaccine characteristics and year
currently being viewed.

Data notes and footnotes:
Scroll to see an interactive
display with abbreviations, data
notes, and footnotes describing
the data.

Trend line graph: Hover over a data point to see the area name,
estimate, and year. The single-year map does not include the
trend graph.
Bar graph: Click a bar to select an area on the bar chart. The
area will highlight on the map, trend line graph, and data
table. Hover over the bar to see the area name and
estimate.

Legend: To customize the legend,
scroll over and click the gear
symbol in the top right corner.
The legend settings menu allows
you to customize the displayed
color, number of classes, and
direction of classifiers.

Map: Click an area on the map to select it. The area will highlight on the
bar chart and data table. Hover over the area to see the area name and
estimate.

Data table: Click the title to toggle
between state/local area and
national/regional estimates.
Highlight an area in the data table to
select it. The area will also be
highlighted on the map and bar chart.

Vaccination Coverage Dashboard
TeenVaxView
Filter tool: Click to toggle between state/local area and HHS Region.
Data notes and footnotes: Click to see an interactive display with abbreviations, data notes, and
footnotes describing the data. To close, hover the cursor in the upper right area and click on the X.

State or local area and HHS Region or US Tables: Select
an area or multiple areas in these tables to populate the
dashboard. To clear an individual area, click the
highlighted area. To clear all areas selected, click the
clear button at the bottom of the table.

Dashboard: Data for each selected area include
vaccination/groups, sample size (n), estimate (%), and
95% confidence interval (CI).

Trend HP2020 Vaccination Coverage Report
TeenVaxView

Map selection tool: Click to choose the vaccine
characteristics and year. You must choose the year to see
the data.
Map title: Describes vaccine characteristics and year
currently being viewed.

Data notes and footnotes:
Scroll to see an interactive
display with abbreviations, data
notes, and footnotes describing
the data.

Trend line graph: Hover over a data point to see the area name,
estimate, and year. The single-year map does not include the
trend graph.
Bar graph: Click a bar to select an area on the bar chart. The
area will highlight on the map, trend line graph, and data
table. Hover over the bar to see the area name and
estimate.

Legend: To customize the legend,
scroll over and click the gear
symbol in the top right corner.
The legend settings menu allows
you to customize the displayed
color, number of classes, and
direction of classifiers.

Map: Click an area on the map to select it. The area will highlight on the
bar chart and data table. Hover over the area to see the area name and
estimate.

Data table: Click the title to toggle
between state/local area and
national/regional estimates.
Highlight an area in the data table to
select it. The area will also be
highlighted on the map and bar chart.

Single-Year HP2020 Vaccination Coverage Report
TeenVaxView

Map selection tool: Click to choose the vaccine characteristics
and year. You must choose the year to see the data.
Map title: Describes vaccine characteristics and year
currently being viewed.

Data notes and footnotes:
Scroll to see an interactive
display with abbreviations, data
notes, and footnotes describing
the data.

Bar graph: Click a bar to select an area on the bar chart. The
area will highlight on the map and data table. Hover over the
bar to see the area name and estimate.

Legend: To customize the legend,
scroll over and click the gear
symbol in the top right corner.
The legend settings menu allows
you to customize the displayed
color, number of classes, and
direction of classifiers.

Map: Click an area on the map to select it. The area will highlight on the
bar chart and data table. Hover over the area to see the area name and
estimate.

Data table: Click the title to toggle
between state/local area and
national/regional estimates.
Highlight an area in the data table to
select it. The area will also be
highlighted on the map and bar chart.

